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1	They share their name with a 1988 agreement regarding Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan and a 1956 
peace agreement between France and the [*] Viet Minh.  Made public in late 2003, they were negotiated by 
teams led by Yossi Beilin and Yasir Abed-Rabbo, without the consent of the governments that were meant 
to sign them. For 10 points—name these proposals for peace which have been distributed throughout Israel, 
the West Bank and Gaza.
ANSWER: the Geneva Accords

2	Today, the old city of Bascarsija is a lively bazaar. Rebuilt after burnt down by Prince Eugene of Savoy in 
1697, it’s home to the Mosque of Ali Pasha. The destruction this city suffered in the [*] 90s is still visible, 
though limited to the government area and the eastern suburbs. For 10 points—name this city, the site of 
the assassination of Franz Ferdinand and of the 1984 Winter Olympics, which is currently the capital of 
Bosnia. 
ANSWER:	Sarajevo

3	The Ising model tried to describe the magnetic type of this phenomenon by modeling a magnet near the 
Curie point. If the entropy of a system is a continuous function, or, equivalently, if the latent [*] heat 
required for one to occur is zero, it is second-order; if the entropy is discontinuous, so the latent heat is non-zero, it is first-order. For 10 points—name this type of change in a substance, common examples of which 
include melting and freezing.
ANSWER:	phase transitions or phase changes [accept variants]

4	Dark-skinned as a child, she received color prejudice, even from her black classmates, an experience she 
relates in her only novel, 1953’s Maud Martha. Her first poetry collection was A Street in Bronzeville; her 
other poetry collections include [*] Winnie, about Winnie Mandela, and In the Mecca, set in a Chicago 
apartment building. For 10 points—name this black American poet whose Annie Allen won a Pulitzer.
ANSWER:	Gwendolyn Elizabeth Brooks

5	If his plot had succeeded, he would have divided the kingdom he conquered among himself, Edmund 
Mortimer, and Henry Percy. A lord in North [*] Powys who served under Henry Bolingbroke, his 1400 
quarrel with Reginald de Grey of Ruthin sparked a revolt. In 1406 he proposed an independent Welsh 
church and universities, but he died in relative obscurity. For 10 points-name this man who led a revolt 
against Henry IV and proclaimed himself Prince of Wales.
ANSWER:	Owen Glendower [or Owain Glyndwr or Owain ap Gruffudd]

6	Robert Louis Stevenson wrote an essay to refute the unfounded charges of immorality against this priest in 
a work subtitled “An Open Letter to the Rev. Dr. Hydge.” Beatified in 1995, this priest of the Picpus 
Fathers, born in [*] Belgium as Joseph de Veuster, died in 1889, five years after contracting the illness that 
killed him in his mission at Molokai. For 10 points—name this priest who preached among the lepers in 
Hawaii.
ANSWER:	Father Damien [accept Joseph de Veuster on early buzz]

7	Unconditional Surrender, the final volume in his trilogy about World War II, included a fictionalized 
account of his experience as a liaison to Yugoslav partisans. In this, as in his other post-World War II 
books, such as Helena, about the mother of [*] Constantine the Great, he focused on issues of Catholic 
theology and the struggle between good and evil. For 10 points—name this author, better known for his 
earlier satirical works, including A Handful of Dust.
ANSWER:	Evelyn Arthur St. John Waugh [waw]

8	The Debye-Hückel equation for calculating ionic strength can be used to calculate it for an electrolytic 
solution. The parameter gamma is a useful measure of a solution’s deviation from [*] ideality. In dilute 
solutions, gamma is one, and intermolecular forces have little impact. As gamma increases with 
concentration, though, this quantity becomes more accurate than molarity or molality in calculating a 
solution’s properties. For 10 points—name this quantity, the effective concentration of an ion in solution.
ANSWER:	(chemical) activity

9	Most of this chain, formerly owned by Spain, Germany, and later Japan, left a UN Trust Territory in 1978 
to enter into a covenant of political union with the United States, although they have no [*] Congressional 
representative. The islands of Rota, Tinian, and Saipan are part of—for 10 points—what Pacific island chain, 
of which the politically separate Guam is the southernmost, the namesake of the world’s deepest sea trench?
ANSWER:	Mariana Islands or Marianas [accept Northern Mariana(s) before “Guam”]

10	The first day was reserved simply for reading the credentials of the men involved. Charles Thomson of 
Philadelphia served as secretary, while Virginia’s Peyton [*] Randolph presided over it. Only Georgia was 
absent, and one vote was given, regardless of size, to each colony. Its last act was to call for a second one to 
convene about six months later. For 10 points—name this meeting of delegates in Carpenters’ Hall in 
Philadelphia in September 1774.
ANSWER:	First Continental Congress

11	Joe is a part-time real estate whose assets are tied up in Mount Olympus. KC is an aspiring actor trying to 
understand his [*] dad’s murder. Benne Macko tries to ruin Gavilan’s other career because of prior bad 
feelings, while Joe and KC try to uncover the answers behind the shooting of a popular band in a nightclub. 
Ruby, a psychic, helps these two moonlighting cops, and proves that good cops can get the girl and the 
donut. For 10 points—name this 2003 “comedy” starring Harrison Ford and Josh Hartnett.
ANSWER:	Hollywood Homicide



12	At the far left is a man in a red tunic, while on the right a winged genie in blue, possibly Zepherus, chases 
and grabs the nymph Chloris. In the center a cherub hangs over the central figure, while gaps in the woods 
create an effect resembling angel’s wings around her. To the right of the man are the [*] three Graces 
entwined in a dance in the Garden of the Hesperides. For 10 points—name this 1477 masterpiece, 
sometimes known as The Allegory of Spring, by Sandro Botticelli.
ANSWER:	Primavera [accept The Allegory of Spring on early buzz]

13	The first battle here ended the Peninsular Campaign. The second, more important one saw Grant drive 
Lee back towards [*] Petersburg. After the indecisive battle at Spotsylvania Courthouse, Union troops had 
little difficulty flanking Confederate forces until they entrenched themselves here. With characteristic 
insight, Grant ordered a frontal assault, leading to almost 7,000 Union deaths for no gain. For 10 
points—name this site of a crushing but ultimately pointless Union loss in June 1865.
ANSWER:	Cold Harbor

14	Its founders included Clara Zetkin and Karl Liebknecht. They broke away from the Social Democrats; one 
of its founders published the pamphlet The [*] Crisis in the German Social Democracy. Near the end of 
World War I, they briefly became the German Communist Party; in January 1919 its leaders tried to 
organize a revolt, which failed miserably, leading to the executing, among others, of founder Rosa 
Luxembourg. For 10 points-name this German radical group named for a famous gladiator.
ANSWER:	Spartacus League or Spartakusbund [accept Spartacists]

15	It is false for sentential logic, where its opposite is implied by the compactness theorem. It is also false for 
first-order logic, where it can be proven—and was proven, by its namesake—that any [*] consistent set is 
satisfiable. But for more complicated systems, such as number theory, it is true. For 10 points—name this 
theorem which states that, for any logical matehmatical system, there are propositions which can be neither 
proved nor disproved within that system’s axioms, proved by Kurt Gödel.
ANSWER:	Gödel’s incompleteness theorem [prompt on “Gödel”]

16	Its primary symbol is a nine-pointed star. Its global governing body is the Universal House of Justice in [*] 
Haifa, Israel. Its teachings include equality of men and women, abandonment of racial prejudice, and world 
peace. Founded in the mid-1800s by a man whose title means “glory of God” in Arabic, it accepts not only 
Moses, Christ, and Muhammad as messengers of God, but Krishna, Zoroaster, and Buddha as well. For 10 
points—name this faith that began in what was then Persia.
ANSWER:	Baha’i

17	Very rare in the Pacific, and somewhat more common in the Indian, they are very common in the Atlantic, 
where large examples include the Sohm, Colombian, and Hatteras. They have little life, and sediment 
generally accumulates from very slow accumulation of [*] falling particles of earth and faster turbidity 
currents, sudden landslides of loose material from adjacent continental slopes. For 10 points—name these 
large, flat areas that form large areas of the ocean floor.
ANSWER:	abyssal plains (or floors)



18	The name’s the same. Edward was shot by Memphis police while trying to climb over a fence to escape 
from the scene of a burglary, a shooting the Supreme Court held to be an unconstitutional seizure. John, 
also called [*] “Cactus Jack,” thought the Vice Presidency was not “worth a bucket of warm spit.” Charlie, a 
former running back for the Eagles and 49ers, now plays for the raiders. For 10 points—give the surname 
they share with Alias star Jennifer.
ANSWER:	Garner

19	A 2003 book by Anna Celenza details the story behind this 1772 work, which shares its name with a 2000 
book by Edmund White about a gay man who outlives most of his friends. From the composer’s middle 
period, it was written at the summer palace of Prince [*] Esterhazy to persuade the Prince to let court 
musicians return home for the winter. Best known for its unusually slow finale, this is-for 10 points-which 
symphony, No. 45 by Haydn, in which the musicians leave the stage one by one?
ANSWER:	Farewell Symphony [accept Symphony No. 45 on early buzz]

20	A “tall, lean, working-class fellow” who grieves constantly. An extremely fat and unresponsive peasant. A 
former post-office sorter who claims he has been nominated for the [*] Order of St. Stanislaus, second class 
with star. Moses the Jew, who went crazy when his shop burnt down. The paranoid Ivan Gromov. These 
men are all joined by Dr. Ragin at the end of—for 10 points—what story about a lunatic asylum by Anton 
Chekhov?
ANSWER:	“Ward Number Six”

21	This novel may be based on the real-life ancestor of Condino Hopkins, who died on a reservation near 
Banning, California, though the title character is said to have died near San Jacinto. Alessandro, a Mission 
Indian, and [*] foster brother Felipe Moreno both fall in love with, and marry, the title character, an orphan 
girl of Scottish and Indian ancestry. For 10 points—name this 1885 novel by Helen Hunt Jackson.
ANSWER:	Ramona

22	It contains chapters such as “Mothers,” “Worshipping the Gods of Thinness,” and “Within the Hurricane: 
Depression.” It deals with the issues with which American adolescent [*] girls must deal, from families to 
school, though, presumably, it doesn’t count drowning. For 10 points—name this 1994 bestseller by Mary 
Pipher whose title may be an action to perform on a troubled character from Shakespeare.
ANSWER:	Reviving Ophelia





BONI

1	RNA is boring but important. 10 points each.
[10]	These large DNA loops are sites for the transcription of rRNA for the creation of ribosomes.
	ANSWER:	nucleolus or nucleoli
[10]	mRNA is usually modified after transcription by these RNA catalysts.
	ANSWER:	ribozymes or spliceosomes or snRNAs
[10]	This name is given to the process of adding the appropriate amino acid to a tRNA molecule.
	ANSWER:	charging [accept word forms]

2	Answer these questions about the Crimean peninsula, 10 points each.
[10]	Around 700 BC, the peninsula was ruled by which Iranian people, who destroyed the Cimmerians and 
controlled Anatolia before they were driven out by the Medes?
	ANSWER:	Scythians [accept word forms]
[10]	During the high point of the Byzantine empire, the peninsula was an exarchate centered on what town in 
the Crimea, later refounded by Potemkin?
	ANSWER:	Cherson
[10]	The Golden Horde controlled the Crimea until they were driven out by Peter the Great’s conquest of which 
city?
	ANSWER:	Azov

3	Name these treaties, 10 points each.
[10]	This 843 treaty divided the territories corresponding roughly to France, Germany, and Italy among the three 
grandsons of Charlemagne.
	ANSWER:	Treaty of Verdun 
[10]	This 1794 treaty between the US and Great Britain settled difficulties arising mainly out of violations of the 
Treaty of Paris of 1783 and regulated commerce and navigation. 
	ANSWER:	Jay’s Treaty
[10]	Signed in New Hampshire, this 1905 treaty ended the Russo-Japanese War.
	ANSWER:	Treaty of Portsmouth

4	Name these writers from Latin American and the Caribbean who didn’t write in Spanish, 10 points each.
[10]	This Trinidadian Nobel laureate wrote novels, such as A House for Mr. Biswas, in English.
	ANSWER:	V(idiadhar) S(urajprasad) Naipaul
[10]	This Brazilian author wrote The Violent Land and Gabriela, Clove and Cinnamon in Portuguese.
	ANSWER:	Jorge Amado
[10]	This author from Martinique, who wrote in French, co-founded the Negritude [NEH-grih-tood] movement 
with Leopold Senghor.
	ANSWER:	Aimé(-Fernand) Césaire [say-ZAYR]

5	Name these early popes, 10 points each.
[10]	His reign, around AD 70, makes him the second pope, if you count St. Peter as the first.
	ANSWER:	St. Linus
[10]	The fourth pope, after Linus and Anacletus, and known as “of Rome,” he is considered one of the Apostolic 
Fathers. He is thought to have written one of two epistles attributed to him to the Corinthian church.
	ANSWER:	St. Clement I or Clemens Romanus
[10]	The pope for most of Constantine’s reign, his feast day is December 31. In his saint’s life, he resuscitated bull 
killed by a Jewish philosopher by uttering the name of Christ.
	ANSWER:	St. Sylvester I

6	Much of the novel is set at Thrushcross Grange. 10 points each.
[10]	Name this Brontë novel.
	ANSWER:	Wuthering Heights
[10]	Sir Laurence Olivier played this character, called a “waif” in Masterplots, in the 1939 film version.
	ANSWER:	Heathcliff
[10]	This servant is the chief narrator of Wuthering Heights.
	ANSWER:	Ellen “Nelly” Dean [accept any underlined answer]

7	Answer these related physics questions, 10 points each.
[10]	Hamilton’s principle states that while a particle can take any possible trajectory to go from one point to 
another, the path it does take is the one that minimizes what quantity?
	ANSWER:	action
[10]	The action is obtained by taking the integral of what function of the potential and kinetic energy?
	ANSWER:	Lagrangian
[10]	The path integral formulation of quantum mechanics, derived from Hamilton’s principle, was developed by 
what physicist?
	ANSWER:	Richard Feynman

8	Name these terms from smelting, 10 points each.
[10]	These are the metal-bearing rocks that are smelted.
	ANSWER:	ore
[10]	This waste product of smelting is comprised of the unwanted minerals in an ore.
	ANSWER:	slag
[10]	This is a material added during smelting to aid in removal of slag.
	ANSWER:	flux


9	Maybe they should rename TLC the Home Renovation Channel.
[5]	This insanely popular show gets two sets of neighbors to redecorate one room in each other’s houses. They 
have two days and, usually $1,000 each.
	ANSWER:	Trading Spaces
[10]	Drawing on Trading Spaces’ success, this show sends one person out of town for two days while a room is 
renovated. They also answer Newlywed Game-style questions about the person for prizes.
	ANSWER:	While You Were Out
[15]	In this show, two overly cluttered rooms in a house are renovated. The catch? The owners are forced to 
“purge” and sell the stuff in a yard sale while the rooms are being redecorated.
	ANSWER:	Clean Sweep
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10	They were Maegara, Tisiphone, and Allecto. 10 points each.
[10]	Give the collective name for this trio, originally goddesses of vengeance.
	ANSWER:	Furies or Erinyes
[10]	In the third play of Aeschylus’ Oresteia [oh-res-TYE-uh], this goddess convinces the Furies to give up 
vengeance.
	ANSWER:	Pallas Athena [prompt on “Pallas”]
[10]	Instead, the Furies take on this title, the name of the play, which translates as “Kind Ones.”
	ANSWER:	Eumenides [yoo-MEH-nuh-deez]

11	Jesus’ apostles had other jobs, too. 10 points each.
[10]	According to the gospels, four of the apostles, including St. Peter, had what occupation?
	ANSWER:	fisherman [accept reasonable equivalents]
[20]	For 5 points each, or 20 for other three—name the other three fishermen apostles, two of whom were 
brothers.
	ANSWER:	Saint Andrew
			Saint James the Great
			Saint John the Beloved (or Divine or Evangelist) [do not accept “Baptist”]

12	30-20-10. Name the composer from works.
[30]	Statements for Orchestra and the ballet Grohg
[20]	The Tender Land, Quiet City, and the score for the film The Red Pony
[10]	Appalachian Spring and “Fanfare for the Common Man”
	ANSWER:	Aaron Copland



13	In 1971 it was purchased by a British lord from its namesake. 10 points each.
[10]	Name this building in Plano, Illinois, one of just three in the US designed by a certain architect, which was 
put up for auction in December 2003.
	ANSWER:	Farnsworth House
[10]	Name the German architect who designed Farnsworth House.
	ANSWER:	Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
[10]	At the auction, the house was bought by Friends of the Farnsworth House, the Landmarks Preservation 
Council of Illinois, and this national organization.
	ANSWER:	National Trust for Historic Preservation

14	Name the country, given the list of all countries with which it shares a land border, 10 points each.
[10]	South Africa
	ANSWER:	Lesotho
[10]	Romania, Ukraine
	ANSWER:	Moldova
[10]	Algeria, Libya, Chad, Nigeria, Benin, Burkina Faso, Mali
	ANSWER:	Niger

15	Her brothers included an astronomer and a president of Harvard. 10 points each.
[10]	Name this poet who wrote “Patterns.”
	ANSWER:	Amy Lowell
[10]	On a 1913 visit to England, Lowell met this poet of “Further Instructions,” who published his first book of 
poems, A lume spento [ah LOO-may SPEN-toh] at his own expense.
	ANSWER:	Ezra Loomis Pound
[10]	Lowell and Pound both belonged to which movement, a successor to the Symbolist movement?
	ANSWER:	Imagist [accept word forms]

16	Name the naval battles at which these ships were sunk, 10 points each.
[10]	The carrier USS Lexington
	ANSWER:	Battle of (the) Coral Sea
[10]	The battle cruiser Queen Mary
	ANSWER:	Battle of Jutland [YOOT-land]
[10]	The ship of the line Santisima Trinidad
	ANSWER:	Battle of Trafalgar



17	In October 2003, a British political party elected Michael Howard as its new leader. 10 points each.
[10]	Name the party.
	ANSWER:	Conservative Party [accept Tory Party or Tories or Conservatives]
[10]	Name the man who Howard replaced.
	ANSWER:	Iain Duncan Smith
[10]	By what four-word phrase is the Conservative party, as the most powerful party not in power, currently 
known?
	ANSWER:	Her Majesty’s Loyal Opposition

18	One title character accepts the challenge of the other, chopping his head off—as he agrees to have the favor 
repaid a year later. 10 points each.
[10]	Name this Arthurian romance.
	ANSWER:	“Sir Gawain and the Green Knight”
[10]	This work, a poem and homily on the nature of being and Christian morality, is often taken to be a tract 
against homosexuality.
	ANSWER:	“Cleanness” or “Cleanliness” or “Purity”
[10]	Both “Sir Gawain and the Green Knight” and “Cleanness” are taken to be works by the author of this poet, 
whose real name is unknown; he is known as the author of a 1,212-line alliterative poem.
	ANSWER:	Pearl Poet

19	Given some rules, name these types of football—none of which is “soccer”—10 points each.
[10]	The field is 110 yards long, with 25-yard endzones. Teams have three downs to gain ten yards.
	ANSWER:	Canadian football or CFL
[10]	The field is oval; a goal is worth six points, a behind is worth one. Throwing the ball is illegal; punching it is 
allowed. A runner must bounce or touch the ball to the ground every ten yards.
	ANSWER:	Australian rules football [accept equivalents; prompt on “AFL”]
[10]	The rules are similar to those of hurling. Three points are scored if the ball goes under the crossbar and into 
the goal, and one point if it goes between the posts over the crossbar.
	ANSWER:	Gaelic football

20	Given a characteristic of a chemical compound, name the type of spectroscopy that will most easily detect 
it, 10 points each. 
[10]	Specific functional groups—in particular, carbonyls.
ANSWER:	InfraRed
[10]	Organization of hydrogen atoms along the carbon framework of an organic compound
ANSWER:	proton NMR or nuclear magnetic resonance
[10]	Conjugated systems of double bonds
ANSWER:	UV/vis or ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy

21	For 10 points each–given a quoted right related to a jury, name the amendment or article of the 
Constitution.
[10]	“No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or 
indictment of a grand jury.”
	ANSWER:	Fifth Amendment [accept variants for all parts; prompt on partial answers]
[10]	“In suits at common law . . . the right of trial by jury shall be preserved.”
	ANSWER:	Seventh Amendment
[10]	“The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury.”
	ANSWER:	Article 3, Section 2, paragraph 3

22	Name these terms from Java, 10 points each.
[10]	A function defined in a class
	ANSWER:	method
[10]	A collection of data items, all of the same type, in which each item's position is uniquely designated by an 
integer. 
ANSWER:	array
[10]	A Java programming language keyword used to declare a loop that will iterate a block of statements. The 
loop's exit condition can be specified with the "while" keyword. 
	ANSWER:	do


